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Prepare to be taken away by Wanderlust, the second book of the Edgewood series by bestselling

author Karen McQuestion!Mallory, Russ, Jameson, and Nadia are just trying to blend in as normal

teens while secretly learning to use their newfound superpowers. Everything changes when

theyâ€™re invited to travel to Peru under the supervision and protection of the Praetorian Guard, an

organization claiming to have their best interests at heart. Seeing the trip as a challenge, the teens

agree to go and help search for David Hofstetter, a man from their hometown whoâ€™s been

presumed dead for sixteen years.Meanwhile, the threat of the rival organization, the Associates, is

always present. When knowing who to trust becomes more difficult, the four discover they can only

count on each other. And when Nadia and Russ are thrown together in a fight for their lives, they

realize their relationship might be headed for more than just friendship.
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I was never a reader of superpower books but Karen Mc? has me hooked on this series about 4

teens, Jameson, Russ, Nadia and Mallory, who each have their own personalities and their own

unique powers. The first book Edgewood let's you know what these 4 teens went through at



learning how they got these superpowers and now they must learn how to correctly use them.

Wanderlust Book 2 takes them on a supervised trip to Peru to see what information they can find

about a man from their home town, David Hofstetter, who disappeared sixteen years ago. They

don't know if he is dead or alive. They also are in for a lot of twists and turns and make the correct

decisions on how to cope with everything they come across.Wanderlust is a great title as Jameson,

Russ, Nadia and Mallory have the desire to wander to Peru and explore what happened to Mr.

Hofstetter. I also love the covers of both books as the pictures tell a thousand words for

sure.Karen's writing grabs a reader from the very first page to the very last sentence in her stories. I

feel like I am super glued to my favorite reading chair and I devour page after page. I find myself

cheering for these teens at times and holding my breath at times with some of the things they

encounter. Lot's of twists and turns for sure.I highly recommend this series. Edgewood (Edgewood

Series) | Wanderlust: Book Two of the Edgewood Series and all her other books.

Caution: This review may contain spoilers for Edgewood, the first book in this series!The second

book in Karen McQuestion's Edgewood series, Wanderlust picks up right where its prequel left off.

After being exposed to supernatural light particles, Russ Becker and three other teenagers from the

city of Edgewood are left with respective super powers. Referred to as a "second gen", Russ learns

in the first book that his abilities are coveted by a secret group called The Associates who want to

use his power presumably for evil. However, another group claiming to be the good guys, The

Praetorian Guard, wants Russ and his friends on their side. When The Praetorian Guard invite the

four teens to Peru to search for an Edgewood man presumed dead, the kids see it as an adventure.

They just may not have banked on how adventurous it turns out to be.I was so excited to see that

this book was released for the Kindle earlier than anticipated. Similar to the first book, Wanderlust

progressively gets more exciting the further you read. A big difference with this sequel, however, is

that the story is not told exclusively from Russ Becker's point of view. Most of the first half of the

book is told by Nadia, one of the other four teens affected by the supernatural light particles. At first I

wasn't so interested in Nadia's perspective; she isn't a huge character in the first book and while I

liked her, I thought I would have preferred Russ's side of the story. But as the story progressed, I

appreciated Nadia more and more and gained a real love for her. Toward the end of the book,

perspectives alternate between her and Russ which made the story feel like it was moving at a

faster pace and allowed the reader both sides of their story.
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